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Coming Events 
 

Term 2 2018  
 
   
Wed. 23/5  Education Week—Open Night 
   6:30-7.30pm. 
Fri. 25/5  District Cross Country 
Fri.16  Winter Sport 
Thu 7/6  Brainstorm Productions P-6 
Fri. 8/6  Winter Sport 
Mon. 11/6  Queen’s Birthday Holiday 
Thu. 14/6  School Council 
Fri. 22/6  Carp Productions P-2 
Tue. 26/6  Pupil Free Day—Reporting to  
   Parents 
Fri. 29/6  End of Term—2:30pm dismissal 
   End of Term Lunch 
   Free Dress Day 

Dear Parents/Guardians, 
 
Open Night 
Tonight is the night when we hold our annual Education Week 
Open Night for families to come in and have a look around.  

There are a variety of activities and displays that are ready to go. 

We would love it if you and your family are able to join us 
tonight starting at 6:30pm in the school hall.  To kick the 
night off, the choir will be performing a couple of items, then 
you will be able to move around the school and participate 
in a number of activities. 
 
Literacy @ FEPS 
You may have seen on our Facebook Feed last Friday that our 
junior students were reading The Paper Bag Princess in the 
morning and what a great time they had with the hands on 
learning activities they participated in later on.   It was a great 
lead up to the Royal Wedding on the weekend.   
 

Grade Room Activity 

Prep M 202 Pop Art activity 

1/2R 203 Weave Silk iPad activity 

1/2S 201 Origami activity 

 Early Learning 
Centre 

Student artwork on display 
based on various artists 

3/4H 12 Natural materials collage activity 

3/4W 11 2D/3D paper art activity 

5/6O 08 Student artwork on display and  

5/6S 10 up for sale 

 Art Room Cartoon drawing activity 

 Music Room Band performances 

 Science Room Clay modelling activity 
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Student Attendance 

last week 
 

Percentage of students at school 

91.5% 
 

Percentage of students on time 

95.6% 

 
Student of the Week 

Monday 28th May 

 
PM—Luca S—For working hard to keep his 
handwriting neat 
 
1/2S—Mira S—For a great presentation on 
her pet guinea pigs 
 
1/2R—Sasha M—For working hard at her 
spelling words 
 
3/4H—Aaron K—For trying hard and 
improving his writing 
 
3/4W—Emmy F—For being such a kind and 
inclusive person 
 
5/6S—Sajaad A—For working hard at his 
Recount Writing 
 
5/6O—Jamal S—For trying hard and 
improving his spelling 
 

 

Happy Birthday 
 

May 25th  Aurora G   1/2S 
    

 

The operating hours are:  
 

Wednesday, Thursday & Friday 
8:30am—9:30am 

Please come to the office first. 
Orders may be left at the office at any time. 

School Security 
Last weekend we had a break-in to the shed on Mena St where 
our alarms were triggered and police responded and apprehended 
a suspect.  We are grateful for their quick response and action.  
The previous weekend we also had an attempted break-in to the 
main building.  Fortunately, they were not able to gain access.  We 
would appreciate it if the school community observes any 
suspicious activity in the school grounds out of school hours that 
they report it to the police.  
 
Until next time, 
 
 
 
Brian McFall (Principal) 
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PARENT CORNER 
 

            Fostering Healthy Sibling Relationships 
 
If your kids constantly fight with each other, then don’t despair. All that emotional energy isn’t going to 
waste. According to a recent study, sibling fights teach kids important conflict resolution skills. In fact,  
parents who stop their children from arguing may well be depriving them of important learning  
opportunities. 
 
Researcher Laurie Kramer from the University of Illinois in the US found that kids who learned how to  
argue with their siblings had more advanced emotional development. Anecdotally, it seems that sibling 
fighting is one of the biggest impediments to parents enjoying family life. Many parents tell me that if their 
children stopped bickering their lives would improve dramatically. 
 
Many parents also worry that their children who fight with each other will not get along as adults. The  
evidence doesn’t support this view. The test for strong families is more about the willingness for kids to pull 
together when the chips are down than it is about than the frequency of squabbling. Healthy families know 
how to fight well. When parents take an active approach to helping their children resolve their fights, they 
are teaching them a valuable life skill as well as reducing the incidence of fighting over the long term. Here 
are five practical strategies to use: 
 
MODEL good conflict resolution skills 
Kids wear ‘L’ plates when it comes to solving disputes. Some kids will yell, get abusive or even get physical 
when they are settling disputes. Show them better ways of sorting out problems by talking things through 
with your partner, compromising and apologising when you’ve said something upsetting to your partner or 
your children. 
 
Help kids MANAGE their emotions 
“Yep, it would make me mad too if someone said that to me.” Usually someone’s feelings get hurt when 
siblings argue, so make sure you recognise their emotions without taking sides. This focus on feelings 
helps kids develop emotional literacy and promotes empathy in siblings as well. 
 
MONITOR sibling relationships 
Keep your antenna up for signs of discord within sibling relationships. Kids can sort out some disputes 
themselves, but you may need to be ready to intervene and assist with peace-brokering, or at least to act 
as a safety net, when one child continually appears to be on the wrong end of a power imbalance. 
 
MENTOR them to sort out disputes 
Kids need the chance to sort their conflicts out themselves, but sometimes they need a little coaching. 
They often invite their parents to take sides, which is usually counterproductive. Rather than trying to sort 
out who started an argument, focus on possible solutions. Provide suggestions such as taking turns, giving 
way, bargaining, swapping or even walking away. 
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PARENT CORNER cont 
 

Encourage them to MAKE UP 
Kids often get over disputes far quicker than adults. They can be squabbling one 
minute and cuddling up the next, so intervening gets tricky sometimes. However 
there are times when you need to encourage a child to mend bridges with an  
aggrieved sibling. This can mean a child has to swallow their pride, admit that they 
may be wrong, make an apology or make some sort of restitution such as doing a 
special favour. This type of restoration means kids must take  
responsibility for their behaviours and is a sign of growing maturity. 
 

Children without siblings can learn conflict resolution skills by spending time with other peers and friends, 
and by having parents who are willing to argue with them without coming on too strong or laying down the 
law. Conflict and siblings tend to go together. They are natural bedfellows. While sibling squabbles can be 
annoying, they also offer parents great opportunities to help kids to handle conflict effectively, which is a 
great life skill. 
 
Barb Heeney – Student Wellbeing Manager 
 

    
 
  

Don’t forget it’s 5 cent term 
 

The E.T. team decided to take on a  

fundraising activity to raise money for the  

International Anti- Poaching Foundation.  This organi-
sation strives to protect African animals with horns 

from being poached.   

Breakfast Club 
Café on Mena 

Every Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
(Students should arrive between 8:15 and 8:30am 

 

On the Menu 
Toast, Margarine, Vegemite, Jam 

 
                        Baked Beans on Toast….Monday 

Scrambled eggs…..Wednesday 
Pancakes …..Friday 

 
 

Cheerios, Muesli, Vita Brits 
 

Orange Juice, Apple Juice 
 

Fresh Fruit 
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Writer’s Notebooks with 3/4H and 3/4W 

This term we have started our Writer’s Notebooks. We are 
enjoying writing texts of our choice in our own personal 

books.  
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Frankston East Primary School 
Our Purpose: 

To provide the Frankston East Community with a friendly and dynamic learning environment that engages students who work 

to achieve their personal best in an atmosphere of mutual respect and cooperation. 

Frankston East Primary School promotes itself as an “Established School with Modern Ideas, based on Traditional Values” 

We Value: 

RESPECT We respect the rights of each other and our environment. 

TOLERANCE We accept individual differences in every way. 

EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE We believe in the right of every child to excel to their personal best. 

CONFIDENCE We instil in the child the confidence to approach the unknown. 

COMMUNITY INTERACTION We encourage honest and open community interaction and involvement 

FUN We never lose sight of the fun and enjoyment of learning. 

MUSICAL APPRECIATION 
We incorporate musical awareness, appreciation and performance throughout our 

programs. 

SPORTING INVOLVMENT 
Sporting involvement at all ages provides a wonderful insight into the development of 

people skills 

Our commitment to child safety 
 

Frankston East Primary School is committed to child safety. We want children to be safe, happy and empowered. We support and 

respect all children, as well as our staff and volunteers.  We are committed to the safety, participation and empowerment of all children. 

We have zero tolerance of child abuse, and all allegations and safety concerns will be treated very seriously and consistently with our 

robust policies and procedures. We have legal and moral obligations to contact authorities when we are worried about a child’s safety, 

which we follow rigorously.  

Our school is committed to preventing child abuse and identifying risks early, and removing and reducing these risks. Our school has 

robust human resources and recruitment practices for all staff and volunteers. Our school is committed to regularly training and educating 

our staff and volunteers on child abuse risks.  

We are committed to the cultural safety of Aboriginal children, the cultural safety of children from a culturally and/or linguistically diverse 

backgrounds, and to providing a safe environment for children with a disability. 

We have specific policies, procedures and training in place that support our leadership team, staff and volunteers to achieve these 

commitments.   If you believe a child is at immediate risk of abuse phone 000.  


